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“Falsehood versus Truth,
Connection to False Creation versus Connection to True Creation
This is what is at the essence of what is on the table for humanity today and the
stakes are the very highest.”

Preface
In parallel with a few others who are looking at facets of the same problems, I have been
immersed in examining the influences upon social memes that led to the present situation
within humanity. This investigation focused on the recent century to the present, and far back
to many millennia ago. This article was stimulated by various concerns, including:
 The apparent failure of the social-spiritual-progressives to become a movement that
changes the world and supports humanity’s higher evolution as spiritual beings;
 the ease by which so many people are so “taken in” by false promises or fear;
 the distortions and masking of underlying dark force “archetypal memes”;
 the question of the “control matrix”, the “controllers”, and global power elite.
While many people would like us to “name names”, to do so would result in a catalog of
possibly 95% of the authors and organizations that populate the spectrum of “social-spiritualeco-progressivists”. To name only a few would focus too much attention on them. In context,
there are hints for those who are aware.
Our investigations provided us with a deeper understanding of how bad things are in terms of
social engineering control, the ramifications for enlightened social change, and the larger
spiritual transformational process. At its core, the problem resolves to one of the pernicious
and ongoing influence of the dark forces and the “false creation” illusions they project.
Humans have ingrained traumas of many degrees tracing easily to life in the womb, birth, and
life in general. In addition, energy structures from other realities tie in at various levels of the
human existence as well as to our higher dimensions of existence. This presents overwhelming
impediments against “success” in terms of awakened society ever emerging from the present
iteration of humanity. Hence “outside” help was required and it has arrived. But this does not
mean that the coming few years will be easy for humanity, to the contrary.
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This article is an overview of a larger effort aimed at identifying nearly continuous influences
and interferences in human development over many millennia. One goal was to identify
common patterns of thought and memes and to understand the deeper agendas. Once that is
made recognizable, it becomes easier to develop ones own “truth meter”.
The overwhelming majority of the new age, new thought, integralist, ”ufo afficianados”, and
related tendencies are the result of careful and deliberate shaping of memes over the past 50
years especially and over an even longer period of time of centuries and millennia. In many
cases the leading individuals have backgrounds directly traceable to various secret projects and
social engineering programs at many levels of authority. In other
cases the leading individuals were easily manipulated through
Given that we are all holographiccontrolled choices or through various inducements. Once
like fragments of original
situated, they would naturally defend their new positions of
Creation, why would Creation
influence.
deliberately create a situation in
which it objectively tortures Itself

In contrast there are those who are actively working to develop
through its own creation?
spiritual growth by connecting to original Source and higher self
while involving the human self. With over six and a half billion
people alive today, this fraction would represent a large number of people, even though it is
small as a percentage of Earth’s population. However, many still find themselves wavering
between the spiritual and material worlds. Usually this stems from a heartfelt and
compassionate self that wishes to “make things right” –and for this they cannot be faulted. Yet
they are unclear in the nature of reality and so waver between the call of Spirit and the call of
“righting-what-is-unright” for those trapped in the “matrix world”. In this period now, people
must choose, especially those who are called to align with their highest spiritual aspects. While
both should be possible, only one can be primary for any one
person and thus the question of “choice” and “choosing” takes on
“Falsehood versus Truth,
a most profound significance. Once an ascended perspective is
connection to false creation
realized, this ceases to be a dichotomy. (This is discussed further
versus connection to true
in the this issue in the article on “Bifurcations” as well as the
Creation. This is what is at the
August 2008 issue of Global Awakening News concerning the
essence of what is on the table for
profound changes and choices we are facing as spiritual beings.)
humanity today and the stakes
are the very highest. It is time for

There are so many who are confused and naïve and thus unable
those humans most concerned
to discern much for themselves. Their main wishes arise from a
about the spiritual evolution of
the Creation’s expression of itself
distorted mixture of biological impulses mixed with personal love
through the human species to
and caring that their children may have a “better life”. This is of
exercise discernment and higher
course heavily manipulated by the terrible programming of the
choices.“
matrix “controllers”. Most will fight for what they think is right in
whatever way they can. Unfortunately these people constitute a
large portion of the human population and their “compasses” are not working. Neither their
“horizontal” compasses relative to navigating human society, nor their “vertical” spiritual
compasses to find “home”. Hence they will impulsively react to circumstances.
For those mainly focused spiritually, so much rests on the ability for enough people to stay
centered on connection to their higher-self levels and to Source. No more “celebrities” and
their workshops who dispense recipes for wealth and happiness. No more promises of grand
organizations or coalitions promising change, only if… No more external authorities.
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Out of the Woodwork
Hidden at the core of the most terrible of falsehoods is the separation of divine right to our
connection to original Creator/true Source. On Earth, falsehood masquerades as truth and even
adopts the words and symbolism of peace, love, Christ, global awakening, oneness, Jesus, etc.
Ordinarily, humans encounter these meta-level falsehoods in ways that promote serving self,
serving the human species’ collective self, and serving fallen entities that actually are dark
beings posing as “light bearers”. These fallen entities have been focused on becoming the
center of what would be accurately termed a fallen sector of creation.
A few of the cleverer human allies of the dark forces will acknowledge much of this situation.
Ultimately, it is about the primacy of the dark forces and its human, extraterrestrial, or
“ascended” intermediaries and counterparts and their bid to prevent connection with original
Source. If the rule of the dark were to continue from this point on, and if allowed to project
itself into the future, perhaps no one would ever remember there was any original Creator,
only the false gods.
Entering into this sector is a risky matter, most especially for those from the non-fallen portion
of Creation. This risk includes “dark light” being mixed in with and assembled with the “true
light”. This makes it very difficult for spiritual beings to re-unify their energy bodies and
reunify with their own higher self. This in turn becomes a convenient rationale for blaming an
“incorrect” humanity for the existence of polarity and the dark forces. Hence the importance of
clearing the energy bodies and the mental-emotional mind, and this underscores why it is such
a priority in the transformational process.
During the most recent decades there were people who rose to a position of influence when
resources and relative freedom were abundant, and who could have facilitated a more
enlightened humanity – but they failed to act for the highest good. Many of those people
helped perpetrate or propagate various social and spiritual falsehoods, sometimes deliberately,
sometimes through active denial. Today, many of the very people who were unwilling to
cooperate for a higher purpose than their own small ponds, are now being nudged forward by
the dark forces to prepare for global and national roles. Their role at present is to help control
and misdirect people while providing a new mask for the dark forces. At this point most
people are unable to recognize them for who they are and what they represent. This is further
complicated by the circles of well-meaning but naïve people who surround these leading
individuals and their organizations.
Two examples of this are emerging now that promote the falsehood of global threats to
human/earth life intended to justify one-world control and mask the nature of the controller
elite. One is the global warming banner that brings together NWO/UN interests, global
warming propagandists, climate change fears, and integral culture/new age tendencies. The
outcome would be to place a new public mask over the TPTB and the dark forces. The other is
introducing alien/ET contact and in so doing both elevates this as a threat as well as to open
the door to some of the darker elements of the ET’s races who have been in league with TPTB
of humanity. Combined, this raises a new set of threats designed to get people to accept
ongoing control by the TPTB.
While we maintain it is possible for the individuals involved to change, even those who have
been enthralled by the dark forces, this is not our problem or focus at this point. Furthermore,
earth changes and dimensional reality shifts may limit the effectiveness of these new gambits.
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For those who remain focused primarily on the 3-D physical world of humanity, they will find
life a hard road and true awakening elusive as long as they place spiritual awakening
secondary to struggling in 3-d. Only higher-self can properly inform ones actions, whether
such actions be for the benefit of society or in working with nature or technology. There are
those who are relatively young in age and who possess greater higher-self awareness than do
their parents. What sort of world will they grow up in over this coming decade? It is likely to be
one of struggle and conflict as humanity sorts itself out. What effect will this have on them?
And what of those who are now young adults who grew up without much of any higher
guidance from their parental generation? Assuming humanity continues to continuously
occupy this Earth, it will be two generations hence before enough of the vestiges of the old
ways and the dark memes recede significantly.

Barriers to Evolutionary Growth
There are still so many people who attribute the aberrant errantry of humanity toward its own
existence to psychological or political or religious manipulations -- or to some vague myths of
an “innate” human condition. This attribution of cause is itself a falsehood that by design
keeps people looking for non-existent solutions within a limited sphere of awareness – a
“glass-ceiling”. There are those who discover this “ceiling”. To them, there is either sense of
hopelessness or impetus to break this barrier down. To those in the latter group who would
organize social revolution, they are easily manipulated into actions that ultimately benefits the
control elite. Such has been the true history behind most social
revolutions in the modern era.
Are you ready to live in a
state of non-duality and
non-conflict and non-fear?
Is the prospect of this at all
intimidating?

There has been another level of “glass ceiling” existing at higher
dimensional levels within the fallen sector. This was made up of
energy fields that imprisoned countless many who ventured into
the Earthly 3-d and other realms within the dark-controlled sector
of creation. Many who were spiritually advanced sought ways to
escape this energetic prison and return to the realms of light where the dark forces do not
exist. Unfortunately for most, being in the 3-d realm resulted in portions of “true light”
becoming mixed with “dark light” energies. With many generations incarnating under such
conditions the process became self-perpetuating. From the limited perspective of 3-d, there
was even an illusion that there were ascended beings free of these constraints. Of course from
the perspective of some of those ascended beings, while they may be freed of a bodily
existence, they were not fully free to rejoin creation that was outside of the fallen or darkcontrolled portion. (This is discussed more in an article in this issue on “Ascension and
Transformation”.)

The Controllers
While this material is focused mainly on the effects that are observable among human society,
it is foolish to think that it is all a purely “human” problem and so it is necessary to consider
higher level dark forces and ultimately the very process of Creation that led to this problem.
The dynamics of the higher level dark forces and the earthly powers-that-be are not a simple
“puppet-master” model. Many people incorrectly assume a clear control and command
structure carried out by various human and non-human entities. This is a projection from
those who attribute way too much control capability to these interests. However, the dark
forces with their earthly allies are focused on a narrow agenda: consolidate their dominion
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over as much of as possible (and all that may entail); and parasitize or otherwise take energy
from those under their control and within their domain.
Human global controllers have a relationship with various levels of the dark beings including
various extra-terrestrials. While many of the earthly top echelon are connected by old
bloodlines, this is no longer their main distinguishing characteristic. The human elite is not
monolithic and its members have factional differences and covet the domains and influence of
their fellow kind. Since they have no ordinary loyalties whatsoever, except to power and
control, they are very good at manipulating any political, religious, racial, national or other
type of difference among humanity to further their goals. They will exploit any number of
fears and foibles of people, ones that they have helped inculcate. In so far as their goals benefit
and serve the interests of the dark overlords, they receive a great deal of assistance in their
schemes to manipulate the 3-d material world of humans. Having a well-focused agenda and
the “home advantage” over material and human resources has made it possible for thepowers-that-be to achieve what they have. When examined from a more cosmic perspective,
however, this advantage is ending. The question now for those hailing from the higher spiritual
dimensions as well as those spiritually minded humans on the ground is how to make this
transition as rapid and painless and thorough as possible.

The Global Elite, a/k/a “The Powers That Be” (TPTB)
Who are these people who possess extreme influence over the affairs of nations and entire
societies? Their wealth is immeasurable and would far exceed what is published about the top
“billionaires” by news magazines. They are not motivated by economic wealth, but rather by
power and the development and projection of power, including beyond Earth. Their family
bloodlines date back more than centuries. One influence within this top echelon of the elite
that carries forward to the present dates to biblical time and continues an orientation through
bloodlines and/or loyalties. Through family ties, rituals, and intent, many maintain a
synergistic relationship with higher dimensional dark entities as well as certain extraterrestrials. Much of the terrible psychological perversity of humans can be traced to these
relationships. In addition there are various dark yogi/guru’s who have directly corrupted more
than one potential leader and their support networks.
In terms of scale, the top echelon and their immediate close circles number in the hundreds.
They in turn rely on a second tier of loyal intermediaries who in turn work through various key
individuals highly placed in society. This then flows to a third tier of leading executives who
oversee the significant policies in government, business, religions, militaries, financial centers,
media, science, medicine, education, consultancies, philanthropic organizations, NGO’s, and
all other significant institutions that direct human life on Earth. Most of this third tier number
in the tens of thousands and are often publicly identifiable. They in turn rely upon a fourth tier
of individuals numbering in the hundreds of thousands to carry out and manage all their
various initiatives in all sectors of society. A fifth tier would include a broad group of
influencers who are not especially powerful as individuals but who are an important part of the
social control process and help maintain the conveyance of financial and other energies
through much of society and social castes. If asked, most would likely not admit to this role
and would prefer to believe they act out of the strength of their “own beliefs”. However, many
of these influencers benefit materially through salaries, grants, consulting and speaking fees,
etc. In other words, they are manipulated themselves by the very social memes that enthralled
them. They in turn spread the roots of the dark influence deeply into society where so much of
society is involved in maintaining themselves in a virtual prison.
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Social Control
The control of information, ideas, and responses is extremely well orchestrated and finely
tuned. Where there is the possibility of serious dissent, this is readily co-opted through various
means, resulting in leading “critics of the system” actually becoming gatekeepers for the very
system they purportedly oppose. This is seen in the main and alternative news media as well
as academia and consultancies. The term “manufactured dissent”, coined in the 1960’s and
70’s, is very apt today.
The global elite operate under two major assumptions: one is that they recognize only their
own authority and to some extent that of their higher dimensional counterparts; two, they also
know that their time is limited and their options are becoming thin. Their arrogance is largely
based on their historically proven ability to succeed at their goals in nearly every way
imaginable. They regard themselves as having the innate right to rule over all humanity and
earth. They have become most effective at developing increasingly sophisticated ways for
humanity to be tricked into enforcing the “matrix world”, This is done through endless
variations on themes, spun out for the primary and fundamental purpose of engaging their
prisoners (humanity) to act as their own jailors and even feel “right” about it.
With complex societies and economies involving several billion people, this would ordinarily
leave a great deal of latitude for success. However, a “glitch in the matrix” has emerged as a
combination of severe and growing economic crisis, military crises, changes in the planetary
and space environments. There are hints that the top circles of TPTB are anticipating
fundamental change that they can do little about. This latter point is important to bear in mind
since, among the top echelons, there is an attitude of “we cannot lose” and if losing, inflict as
much damage on the planet and society as possible. Fortunately there are other forces at work
that favor spiritual awakening and the removal of the dark overlords and their earthly partners.
In the late 1950’s and through the 1960’s the catchword for what is now termed “the-powersthat-be” (TPTB) was “military-industrial-complex” and “power elite”. In the 1970’s it was
“imperialism” or its variants as a political-economic concept. Not surprisingly, no examination
of interlocking directorates and high level financiers demonstrated the true locus of control.
Like the story of the three blind men, some thought it was all about who was president or king
or queen or prime minister or political party leader or corporate director. Some maintained it
was a class issue with the top-most wealthy the most readily identified “public enemy”. Some
thought it was purely a few very “influential” families whose names were known. The closest
anyone came was eventually identifying the very top echelon of families whose multi-trillion
dollar wealth far exceeds that of the usual top billionaire profiles published in magazine for
public entertainment. But even there things weren’t clear as some of those families seemed to
have competing positions with one another.
At the very highest levels of global influence, it matters not what religious, political,
organization, or belief, TPTB has a clear influence. Nearly anyone could be corrupted or at
least manipulated in overt or subtle ways. If a person of influence could not be co-opted or
otherwise won over, there were always more direct methods of control, regardless of their
apparent position of authority.
As long as people foolishly debate political parties and major national political candidates –or
debate the latest movie/television trivia, then there is little threat to the TPTB who are focused
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on global domination and more. Remember, they prefer to rule with as little violent upset to
themselves as possible. So as long as everyone is distracted by falsehoods such as global
warming, presidential candidates, the latest lies and idiocy promulgated over the mass media,
or the personal lives of entertainment celebrities.
It is amazing, the extent to which society can be enthralled into expending energy on the latest
banalities of the national candidates, all of whom represent facets of the same control matrix.
The way the presidential “races” work is that there are a number of individuals who are
designated front-runners by political handlers for the TPTB. Some, but not all, are put in front
of the public at the starting line. Some come in mid-way. None of the top designees know who
is really the one to win until near the end of the whole charade. The minor candidates who
appear to have some support are used to help test or otherwise flush out certain tendencies in
the population. Remember that the matrix world is complex with many of variations. Thus the
“system controllers” need to find out what may be new and emerging and determine its
potential for utilization, co-optation, or threat. All the major candidates know is that they have
to cart themselves across the country saying the various combinations of scripted verbiage and
they need to the whole show to be convincing. After all, none of them know in advance who
will finally “get the nod” from the top – people whose identities they do not know.
Less visible would be the example of the thoughtful control of revision of history. In the USA
this can be readily traced to the start of the “great” philanthropic foundations and the
establishment of control over educational content for schools and key professorships. Through
the funding (or withholding of same) it became a simple matter to control the knowledge base
of society.
High-level individuals have on occasion bragged that they are so powerful and conscious of
their destiny and role that they really have little concern over any ‘-ism’ – political, religious,
economic, or any other difference within the matrix societies of earth and they will direct one
movement to attack another. The world “amoral” does not come anywhere close in describing
how TPTB really view the world.
In terms of mass society, we refer you to the December issue of Global Awakening News,
where we explained some of the concept of “Social Inertial Ballast” that represented about
21.5% of the adult population as measured several years ago in a major social science study.
These social tendencies serve as a good negative example of how social memes can severely
restrict personal and group behavior and maintain conflicts to proscribed social arenas.

Memes
Overt repression leads to unstable social dynamics. With the exception of the ruling elites
fomenting military conflicts, it is always preferred to rely on subtle cooptation and persuasion
around certain memes. This in turn makes it easy to manipulate opinions and behaviours.
From the online Wikipedia:
A meme(IPA: [mim]), as defined by memetic theory, constitutes a theoretical unit of cultural
information, the building block of culture or cultural evolution which spreads through diffusion
propagating from one mind to another analogously to the way in which a gene propagates from
one organism to another as a unit of genetic information and of biological evolution.[1] Multiple
memes may propagate as cooperative groups called memeplexes (meme complexes).
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Biologist and evolutionary theorist Richard Dawkins coined the term meme in 1976.[2] He gave
as examples tunes, catch-phrases, beliefs, clothing fashions, ways of making pots, and the
technology of building arches.

In discussing memes, it is noteworthy that Richard Dawkins is a prominent “debater” who
argues against “religion”. Like most intellectuals who know little of spirituality, he equates
religion with spirituality and so reinforces a control meme designed to subordinate spirituality
to religion. His debating distracts people with false dichotomies and gives them further
justification to avoid spiritual matters.
It is no coincidence that the study of cybernetics and what came to be called memeengineering have a close relationship with one another and were funded by various military
and spy organizations. Before the word “meme” was coined, military and spy agencies were
funding what could be considered “next generation” psychological and paranormal operations
(psy-ops/psi-ops/spy-ops). This included what we would cal today “meme engineering”, a
branch of social control. Such work has many applications and it is the primary funders who
establish their pre-eminent position and dominance over the agendas. This is significant in
reading background material about this process and then applying this to social-cultural
concerns such as the new thought/new age/consciousness “movement”. One of the advantages
of gaining the cooperation of those who are self-centered is that it often takes very little money
and effort to “nudge and guide” their careers.
There are those who believe that the new age/new thought social tendencies were deliberately
synthesized by a cabal of brilliant social engineers, some of whom were working under the
influence of some higher dimensional dark force entities. This assessment would be very close
to the reality of it all.

Meme Control
We are now in the period of the breakdown of the ability of the human global controllers to
maintain their control in the customary ways. (By “customary”, consider democratic elections
that aren’t, freedom from search and seizure that isn’t, freedom of speech that isn’t,
presumption of innocence until proven guilty that is no more, perpetual war means peace, etc.
-- these are all now ordinary ways of maintaining social control so far.)
True, laws, regulations, and decrees over recent years and decades provide the legal basis for
the suspension of nearly all civil rights that most people take for granted in what passes as
“free and democratic” society. But rule by overt coercion always has serious ramifications,
therefore no matter now arrogant the ruling elites may be, overt force is a last resort measure.
It was thus that new methods were devised, not just the legal ones, but covert ones aimed at
subtly keeping societies engaged in maintaining their own state of captivity and enslavement
to what many now term the “control matrix”. The control matrix is a subtle and not so subtle
web of control that effectively combines elements of vertical hierarchy with horizontal
stratification and operates across long periods of time and multiple dimensions of existence.
Decades ago, assessments and plans were made on behalf of the-powers-that-were for the
times we are now in. It was expected that the matrix world order would be unable to keep
billions of people mindlessly pursuing consumerism and the illusions of social caste climbing.
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It was also expected that some major changes to the planetary/space environment would be
occurring.
It would therefore be necessary to present the human inmates on Earth with ever growing
threats against which they would oblige and continue to be both inmates and jailors and so
continue under the domination of the powers that be. Over a few hundred years, nations could
rely on occasional false flag events and civil and border wars to manipulate their respective
publics, this has limited value. Endless world wars became too disruptive and useful only as
temporary solutions to a rapidly changing humanity even under the control of the global elite.
Various other threats were considered: disease pandemics, population explosion, climate
change, pollution, and more. It was decades ago that global climate change and environment
collapse was eventually selected as the first choice to provide a near universal threat under
which most people would willingly accept reductions in consumerism, social climbing,
democracy, etc. while accepting the ongoing control system of the-powers-that-be.
So now we have a combination of permanent war against fictitious enemies, the concocted
“grand unifier” of global warming (or climate change to some), and the soon to come disease
issues (with even more in the offing) to keep people in a perverse state of denial, confusion,
conflict, upset, fear, and “hope”.
As humanity faces its most important crossroads in millennia of its existence, there are various
memes in circulation that are cross-linked with the object of keeping people focused on a low
horizon and never seeking what is beyond. They include concepts such as forgiveness,
compassion, and service. The meme engineering of these social palliatives equates to allowing
the controller to continue their cruel and oppressive ways, to take on the suffering of
humanity, and to be engaged in endless mitigation of pain and suffering of a limited number
of people while pain and suffering grows to tsunami levels for many. From the lips of many
religious leaders and philosophers, “suffering” is deemed to be an intrinsic part of human
existence. To such thinking, the very notion of “eliminating of all suffering” is inconceivable
and causes cognitive dissonance.
Many who care deeply are so overwhelmed by the growing suffering and tribulations of
humanity. On the one hand this comes from a deep sense of caring that is based upon a sense
of interconnection with all creation. There is in our global society a broad advocacy for
“compassion”. But what is the nature of such “compassion”? Globally influential social,
political, and religions leaders present “compassion” in a context that ties everyone to
everyone else’s fate. It is also served up as “pity” for consumption by those who think they are
suffering less on behalf of those who they think are suffering more. Such distortions are easily
accomplished by manipulating positive qualities of people. The result is an over-identification
with the plight of others and a forgetting of one’s own power as an evolving spiritual being.
Without adequate detachment, over-identification with the plight of all will keep everyone
down and un-liberated and here the psychological construct of “survivor guilt” comes into play
for some.
This is in contrast to what we presented in a November 2007 article on new community
concerning basic elements for new community: trust, caring, and service, within a greater
spiritual context. This keys in closely with the question of attachment/detachment.
An important distinction needs to be made concerning compassion. That is, it really refers to a
quality of awareness in which one individual can deeply appreciate the interconnectedness of
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all existence and consciousness. As applied in the human realm, there are two aspects to this:
one is empathy and bonding with for those who are suffering (suffering takes many forms, not
just material), the other is genuine regard for the care and upliftment of all life, existence and
consciousness. It this latter perspective that concerns us most. With application of a certain
type of detachment, compassion can be a transitional bridge between the old and new
paradigm realities; between an existence based upon falsehood and an existence based upon
truth; between a cosmos ruled by false creator gods and a cosmos that is connected and an
intimate part of true Source. This is possible because it also evokes a sense of connection and
so we coined the term "discernment with compassion".
In the higher Creation levels, compassion is a new quality that is being learned, thanks in large
part to the intense regard so many have had for humanity. This was in effect an advocacy, on
behalf of humanity, to be accorded further opportunity to be freed of the dark and to be placed
on a new track of spiritual evolution -- in connection with true Source.
There are countless meme controls in play, some rely on the falsehoods of “higher education”
to extol intellectual knowledge and cleverness, then there are those that extol ignorance. There
is the deliberate entanglement of religion with spirituality and vice versa and the constancy of
so many “new age/new thought” leaders in promoting organized religions when they really
should know the difference. Why are they trying to trick people so?
Then there are countless aphorisms such as “things can’t get any worse, only better”, “this too
shall pass”, “we are all in this together”, and the dangerous fallacy of the “average person”,
etc., all passing as “common wisdom”. For those people who are unable to see beyond the
walls of the prison-park, there are always “issues” and “opinions” to discuss and “entertain”
one another, and always a steady stream of dis-informative that is introduced and recycled
24/7 through radio and television and print.
So these so-called “positive change” organizations and their leaders function as magnets, each
attracting according to a type of resonance in their fields. Some attract people who are seeking
emotional healing, some intellectual stimulus, some social action, some starving for spiritual
fulfillment, some are focused on global environmental fears, etc. Like mass marketing to
consumers, there is a flavor or menu that the control system has created to nearly match
anyone today who is asking questions, seeking something different, etc. So consider then, if
there are so many millions of people who are so engaged, why nothing more substantial has
occurred to create something new that is in clear contrast to the corrupt and dying social
control matrix?
Falsehoods have permeated nearly everything, including these so-called “change-agents” and
the meme-control process has been honed to cater to the idiosyncracies of those among the
global populace who are most likely to question the nature of the social order and the control
matrix. To reiterate, rather than TPTB oppose what is most likely challenge to its global rule, it
preferred co-optation, influence, and meme-engineering.

New Age, Old Falsehoods
There are more people than ever who are now talking about “consciousness”, “spirituality”,
“awakening”, “healing” humanity, and the planet. Rather than effect change, this has become
a multi-billion dollar industry worldwide. So where is the social movement, where are the
results of its presumed influence? Where are the choices and actions for change among
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society? Where is a new life for humanity presenting itself in a large way? Why is there no
viable alternative by leading humans presenting itself to the rest of humanity? The answers are
simple and disturbing to those who prefer to believe in a “new age”.
First, the main premises, groups, leaders, and memes were developed through the actions of
various agencies of dark control since the A-bomb era. Second those who appeared as leaders
across the spectrum of the new thought/new age/integral culture phenomena opted to serve
self and not serve the liberation of humanity. A rare few, continued on quietly teaching and
mentoring and stay true to Source consciousness. Third, groupings of people around these
would-be-leaders acted as a buffer and thus helped attracted more people. The result was an
effective neutralization of individuals who otherwise could have changed the world by now.
Consider that the TPTB recognized there would be a period of drastic changes, both in the
planetary environment and that of consciousness. The material preparations they could tackle,
only “limited” by how much wealth they could appropriate for themselves, hence the trillions
that are now disappearing. However, it was the expected change in consciousness that they
anticipated in the 1950’s that could most pose a threat to their dominance. So being clever
and forward-looking, they found it easier to help involve themselves to better control it, rather
than oppose it. Hence their eclectic cultivation of various new age/new thought tendencies
beginning in the 1950’s and the eventual emphasis on climate change as a big-threat-unifier.
This process began to get underway since the start of the A-bomb era in the late 1940’s and
snowballed with the growth of the dark ET-TPTB secret alliances.
Evidence of dark force influence in modern society spans centuries, including in the founding
of the USA and the global political and economic control system now in place. While the USA
could have been a shining light of civil spirituality and human freedom, it was only a potential
and not predestined. Overall the dark forces had the upper hand from the inception of the
colonies. This is partly through economic and military power and through the transfer of the
medieval control memes of religion, private property, and the right of class privilege. Despite
this, there were some remarkable social-spiritual initiatives that took place in the fledgling USA
that were quite extraordinary for the “modern era”. However, the USA was slated to become
like an earth version of the “death star” of the Star Wars movies, a powerful economic,
cultural, political and military center from which TPTB could project their power all over the
world. And it would be with the manufactured consent of its society.
The dark force influence is also in evidence over a longer period of millennia, although the
human record is sparse. The ancient records point to even more time-distant influences. Not
just the clever machinations of the global power elite, this evidence emphasizes non-earthly
and higher dimensional influences. This is in the human earthly record, like indelible
fingerprints and footprints, and it continues to influence and misdirect to this day.
There are more organizations and speakers and seminars and workshops and methods that
promise spiritual enlightenment. There are individual people making hundreds of thousands
and millions of dollars each year from this burgeoning “market”. While there are a small
number of teachers and spiritual practicioners who endeavor to maintain truth and integrity in
service to original Source, the majority do not and are more oriented to serving self interests.
To the extent that they also serve the deeper motives of the dark, it is mostly unconscious as
most prefer to live in (and teach) from a bubble of denial and delusion.
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Many who would have their audiences believe them to be true spiritual leaders are for their
part misguided and confused. The best thing most of these people could do now is to simply
“stop” their activity. Their own confusion and misguideness is really what they are teaching to
others under the cover of offering “new” spirituality and so are doing disservice under the
guise of goodness. Plainly stated, they are handing out toxic pills with attractive sugary
coatings. Contemporary examples abound such as “The Secret”, which teaches people to serve
self and personal indulgence. Famous (and clever) new age teachers and channelers instruct
that the aberrations of the dark forces are of human origin. These same individuals maintain
that the dark force is merely a teaching tool of the original Light of creation and so should be
embraced. Human psychology informs the naïve in a similar manner: accept and embrace the
dark aspects of your personality, and do not try to clear yourself of them. In short, they
provide deeper cover to hide the existence of a dark force influence that is antithetical to
original Creation.
In addition to this, there is the ongoing circus of grandiose promises of national or global
financial rescue and debt relief, and of course endless speculations about a world saviour, etc.
To this we would ask, what would be the value to humanity in its current state of awareness a
continuance on its dysfunctional and parasitic social and economic relations?
There are so many naïve people who want to believe in something tangible, that they will open
themselves to various thought programming, especially if someone claims it is “channeled
from a higher source”. The hidden assumption is that such “authority” must make it correct?
Over the recent months we have been examining the origins and roots of most of what
constitutes a broad spectrum of new age/new thought/new spirituality. While any discerning
reading of most channeled material shows they report various rubbish mixed with a sweet
flavoring, what we had not fully appreciated is the extent and the depth of “the lie” and how it
has infected so many people who ordinarily seem to “mean well”. Good intentions only go so
far…
Today we find that the term “integral” (as in integral culture, integralism, integral yoga, etc.)
was co-opted from the work of Auribindo and Mirra. (These were two individuals who served
truth, exposed the falsehood of the dark control, and dedicated their lives to the descent of
higher consciousness into humanity as a path to spiritual evolution and liberation from the
control of the dark forces.) We have referred to this generically as “integralism”, something
widely touted in many new age/new thought circles of influence. It is a post-modern technoword that presents a false “oneness” and masks the powers-that-be as well as those higher
level dark forces. In addition, we find the terms “global awakening” and “oneness” also coopted by many dark forces as well as the NWO global elite and religions who are preparing a
new façade for their continued rule.
This new age/new thought/integralism set of memes are now being alloyed with the “global
warming” falsehoods to present a combined “threat and solution” falsehood. This provides a
rationale to oblige people to unite under the established powers that be. Operationally, such
“unity” means further sacrifices by humanity subjugated under the dominance of TPTB. Ever
present in the background are the manufactured “threats” from “terrorism”, pandemics,
economic depression, WW3, WW4, environmental collapse, planet-x, etc. These examples
cannot be dismissed as aberrations since they represent the norm.
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Not having been formally named for a public roll-out, this “coalition of the willing” is most
likely to focus under the banner of global warming and will prominently feature
Gore/Gorbachev and their circles of acolytes and “thought leaders”, including key influencers
of various “new age” groups. This programme is being implemented from the decades-old
playbook of TPTB that designed to engineer a “peaceful” social control agenda intended to
usher in nearly complete global control during a time of mounting crises. This may be rolled
out for a “test flight” in 2009. Meanwhile, various players are subtly promoted to various
publics to build social awareness.
Interestingly, these tendencies are closely linked by common origin and a network of
influencers who are now introducing a third element: acknowledgement of the ET-UFO coverup for 60 years. It is curious to note the decades-old roots of many of these groups and senior
people. It would trace back to the origins of the new age tendencies and key organizations
from the 1950’s and 1960’s – origins with murky ties to a panoply of secret agencies and dark
force entities with whom they have been allied.
We began this article with the proposition that the crux of the matter can be fundamentally
stated as a major bifurcation in the pathway for humanity and for each person: one of spiritual
awakening and a spiritually centered existence or ongoing struggle under the miasms of the
falsehoods of 3-D reality centered existence.
Those who are truly aware and who have steered clear of these falsehoods are rare.

From the Shadows
From the 1960’s on there was dramatic expansion in breadth and depth throughout society
that began as a “human potential movement” and continued to feed into the “me” generation
memes, and through today for “authentic self empowerment”, etc. “Consciousness” ( a term
without direction or function) became equated with spirituality, in a similar manner that
religion had been for generations. In this manner everything could be about “consciousness”
and once again spiritual re-connection to true Source would be obfuscated. (Consider a simple
analogy: confuse the magnetic fields of hand compasses so no one could find North and thus
never find “home.) All this was part of vast meme-engineering effort to culminate in this
period we are entering. Even “new” breakthroughs in the fields of expanded awareness would
be used to make it easier to connect the unsuspecting with the dark force energies that
emanate from dimensions beyond ordinary human 3-d. To further assure control over what
would most likely threaten TPTB grip on humanity, various corrupt dark guru’s and yogis
developed following numbering in the millions. Amongst their followers were (and are) a great
many leading individuals in the social-spiritual-progressive circles.
What would you make of it if you knew that secret agencies (“agencies” in its broadest
meaning, not just alphabet soup of corp-govt.) and secret groups were responsible for the
development of the “new age” and nearly all that it implies and embraces to this day. Consider
the possibility of various psy-ops/psi-ops/spy-ops and dark spiritual interests (including some
from higher dimensions) collaborated to take bits and pieces of elements from recent and
ancient history and create a whole series of organized entities that would begin to experiment
with ways to manipulate and eventually control large groups of people for some future
eventuality.
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Consider the possibility of a well known pseudo-religion/church/cult from the 1950’s that
developed pop/retail-style storefronts and whose origins were supposedly from channeled
material, was involved with various psy-psi-ops agencies? And what if out of such
collaboration, a new pseudo-religion/church/cult with its own style of storefronts was created
in the early 1970’s with a more new age/Christian orientation for greater public appeal – and
that also started from channeled material? And consider it developed a global influence over
many new age/new thought organizations? What if secret mind control programs from the
1950’s and 1960’s on to the present were also involved? What if there had been extensive
work done for decades on psychotronic technologies involving many of these same people?
What if some of the more infamous cults of recent decades were also connected as well as
entire social psychology programs at state levels?
What if many of these same individuals were also involved in the definition of entire social
engineering scenarios designed to facilitate “alternative” pathways to global control under thepowers-that-be and the dark lords? Today these individuals and their organizations are the
very ones most focused around programs whose true purpose is to mask or otherwise
obfuscate the true nature of the global elite and the dark forces and in so doing entangle the
energy of large numbers of people in dead-end initiatives. They speak of forgiveness, oneness,
global awakening, integral society, new consciousness, new age, etc. but their content and
actions only serve to perpetuate the rule of the dark on Earth. One of the main assumptions is
that duality (or the dark) is all an illusion and a creation of the human mind. This is not unlike
telling people that humans are to blame for all the problems in the world and fail to distinguish
the dominant role of local and global elites in enslaving and manipulating people. …Not to
mention the effects from dark forces beyond the ordinary human sphere. Their complex of
networks directly reaches tens of millions of people worldwide and in turn influences the
memes of hundreds of millions by natural extension. In an application of sophisticated mass
psychology, it informs the unsuspecting that “it is all in their head” and that they simply need
to correct/heal their attitude and fit in better with human life (in the matrix world). Even nonconformity becomes a type of conformity as anyone consciously involved in the period from
the late 1960’s through late 1970’s would know. Now consider again why there has not been a
coherent and successful movement for socially and spiritually enlightened change.
At the very top is a modest sized network of individuals who generally pull the strings for
scores of organizations. While most, if not all these individuals are not members of the top
echelon of the global controllers, they willingly take part in the deception and control process
facilitated by self-deception and egocentrism.
What if some of the most influential social control/futurists were also involved in these same
organizations that later mapped out scenarios for a new world order under the control of thepowers-that-be? And what if much of the guiding intelligence behind much of this was
monitored by TPTB and facilitated by those that had the benefit of thousands of years’ history
over humans and that existed in a higher dimension? And what if such guiding dark
intelligences had been setting up the present situation in order to maintain control during an
expected period of great cosmic changes?
Consider that the “Matrix” movies “red pill” that provided access to an alternate reality that
ultimately was under the control of matrix controllers. Then consider that there never was any
true liberation of humanity and that the “Matrix” simply re-projected itself anew.
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A Few Comments on Channeling
What if much of the channeled materials today are deliberate disinformation and
misinformation? How does one reconcile the content of such material with the often ridiculous
and ignorant assertions of the channel themselves?
Nearly all channeled material purportedly originates from off-world or “higher dimensional”
beings, “ascended masters”, deceased children and other relations, and various historical
figures, etc. For some unexplained reason, these are presumed to be benevolent in their intent
and carry the implicit premise that since the material was from some entity of “higher”
awareness and it should be accepted as an authoritative source. This is the modality of the
global controllers – disempowerment by reliance on external authorities.
I do not object to channeled information per se, a rare few such sources offer worthwhile
insights. However, most channeled material tends to be vague, of very low quality, and usually
reflects little comprehension of how the human world actually works. More often than not it
carries a myopic “don’t worry be happy” perspective. At times it carries deliberate lies and
distortions. Generally the channel has little idea of how the world operates and makes absurd
claims and interpretations of their own. Personality-based distortions of the channel also affect
the content and meaning of the material. Lastly there usually is no way to verify what the true
nature or intent is of the channel source itself, regards of who/what it claims to be.
Those channels who successfully maintain falsehoods need to keep their clientele happy and
the crowds returning. To do this they must dispense some truths, provide accurate enough
readings on individuals’ questions, and make predictions that are highly probable. After that it
is pure show for the crowds. Given the influence of the dark forces over what/who are often
called the “ascended” beings, the challenge to human discernment is very great indeed,
especially with so many people who “want to believe”. As it is in the human “as below” realm,
those in control would rather acknowledge some partial or peripheral truths to keep people
from finding the locus of control and the deeper truth behind it all.

Some Litmus Tests
Here are examples of falsehoods that are used to mask the true nature of the reality. This list is
not intended to be comprehensive.
Religion is the same as spirituality; religions are a form of spiritual expression, etc.
This reinforces the hold that the so-called “great” religions have on untold billions of people.
Equating or subordinating spirituality to religion, conveniently supports keeping true
spirituality from guiding civil society and is used to justify laws requiring separation of “church
and state”. Of course such separation is a falsehood itself, given the close relationship
between dominant religions have with those in political power.
Spirituality (and God) is something apart from the individual, it is higher and above you.
This is another way that spirituality is kept separate from social leadership and social
governance. This is comparable to the “as above” principle of the formation of a separateness
from Creation by the Dark. True spirituality concerning higher dimensions of existence and
consciousness connects directly to original Source where the dark forces simply not exist.
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Global warming, climate change, Planet-X, terrorism, Islamicism, etc. are “common
threats” that require a “common front” of all humans.
This is an example of fear-based memes to facilitate compliance with the dominant paradigm
of the powers-that-be and negates higher self and original Source. At the basis of these is the
assumption that humanity itself is the “enemy” and must be changed and controlled by those
who “know best” (meaning TPTB). This is closely linked to core new age teachings that assert
that there is no dark force, that it is of human origin, and so the “hidden hand” continues in its
concealment.
Separation from original Source has always been an illusion.
Technically, you could say that nearly everyone carries with them a spark of original Creation
and it is part of your “call-home transceiver” and so is not separate from Source. However,
practically this connection has been shut down until recently and suppressed for so long, it
would be like trying to navigate with a hand held compass through a maze of magnetic iron
ore! Closely connected with this separation falsehood is the assertion that the Earthly 3-d world
is in effect a projection in the mind, which is thus causally responsible for everything that
appears to us as the physical world. This is why “outside help” has been called in from realms
outside of the control of the dark.
Humanity must be “free” to express itself however it chooses and its destiny is to be
explorer of creation.
This is closely connected with the main religions that humanity is central to Creation. Without
spiritual awakening and re-connection to Source, this is a collective version of serving self and
further reinforces separation from Source. It is a terrible hubris for humanity in its presently
unenlightened and distorted state to consider spreading its infection to the stars. A spiritually
awakened humanity however would be able to fulfill its destiny to grow into various levels of
creatorship.
Equating Lucifer as a direct representative of “Source” or as the creator god of humans.
This is at the core of many new age/new thought tendencies and teachings. It is closely related
to another corollary that the dark force has been a projection or psycho-spiritual construct of
humanity. In this context, the cleverest of the dark teachings will acknowledges the existence
of the “Dark” as a force of influence. However it never acknowledges the this dark force is an
inherently hostile and antithetical dynamic to original Creation and that it actually seeks to
place itself as the center of (its) creation domain.
“You” create “your” “own” reality. (…and variations on this theme.)
This teaches that creating reality is a matter of power and will and the personal self. It is
significant that in this most common formulation, the separate “I” is reinforced three times.
Underlying this is the premise that there is no need to engage the power of true Creation in
order to create and thus as a teaching promotes separation and the arrogance of the dark
forces. This represents an “as below” counter part to the “as above” dynamic of the primary
dark force that seeks to control and contain all of Creation under itself. If done in a context of
separation from original Source it will sooner or later lead to no good. Genuine creating of
reality is accomplished in concert with the power and intent of true Creation. Higher self plays
a role in bridging this process.
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Dark and Light are a natural dynamic of opposites that is necessary for existence.
From the perspective of true Oneness and original Creation, there is no need for
“separateness” or duality and at that level of consciousness this energetic barely exists as an
abstraction. The very concept that opposites are needed for there to be a stimulus to creation
is a distorted construct that only exists within the portion of Creation that has been dominated
by the dark forces --to teach otherwise would be antithetical to the existence of the dark. So
yes, such conflict would seem “natural” from the perspective of Darkness and that which it
dominates. “Duality” is a relative term used to describe a situation in which expanded human
awareness becomes aware of the existence of something else – that which is referred to as the
dark force – something antithetical to true Source and Creation. The teachings in the human
realm that are about “embracing the dark”, combining “the dark and the light”, etc., are all
distortions that are encouraged by the dark forces so at to keep them functional.
Saviours in secret…
Lastly, since this is an election year in the USA, an important center for dark rule on Earth, one
should seriously question the intention and agendas of anyone who would so claim that any
leading candidate for national office is really a social or spiritual “savior” whose words and
actions and top advisors are not be examined critically. What is their agenda? Why would
anyone accept such information without personal direct confirmation? Who would hand out
such endorsements?

In Conclusion
People of good hearts and minds (but lacking in discernment) were taken in and involved in
legitimizing much of the new age/new thought tendencies and in turn entangled others. It is
hoped this material will be of use to those who are trying to see beyond the “prison-park”. It
would be good to adopt a Diogenes-like attitude in searching for truth. Always ask for the
deeper or higher truth to be revealed and assume that so far,
most of human civilization and society is based upon falsehoods
“True Oneness with Original
layered upon falsehoods masquerading as truth. From our
Creation is a high level
perspective, this will soon enough be rectified.
As above: there are those false gods and false creation with their
subordinate entities. As below: there are those who would be the
powers that be/dark controller elite. There are also those who
maintained connection to their true origins, despite the terrible
difficulties of entering into this level of mis-creation. As above
and as below, there are those who never abandoned their
primary connection with Original Source and all that implies.
Then there are those on the fence, waiting to see who comes out
ahead so they know which way to go.

resonance and attractor
through which genuine healing
and spiritual evolution can take
place. It is also the avenue for a
true global awakening. That is
why we are here after all, to
know the difference, help undo
the dark force influences, and
not to become energy fodder for
the dark forces.”

Catastrophic wars involving powerful technologies occurred several thousand years ago. There
was also a period in which the dominant elite “on the ground” generally followed the guidance
of their dark overlords and false gods. Help has arrived and the dark lords no longer have the
same level of influence and control over their human hosts and allies as they did before. The
situation is changing also while a major galactic cycle shifts.
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“After 12,000 years, when the sun goes to the place in its orbit which is farthest from Brahma,
the grand center . . . [then] dharma, the mental virtue, comes to such a reduced state that man
cannot grasp anything beyond the gross material creation.”
“When the sun in its revolution around its dual comes to the place nearest to this grand center,
the seat of Brahma (an event which takes place when the Autumnal Equinox comes to the first
point of Aries), dharma, the mental virtue, becomes so much developed that man can easily
comprehend all, even the mysteries of the spirit.” – Sri Yukteswar, The Holy Science (1894)
And so we are here. A major bifurcation occurring along the lines of spiritual consciousness
and the very energetic structures of reality.
~~~
Important note: We urge you continue on with the article by John Crawford on “The Lucifer
Rebellion” that further supplements other material published in this and other issues of Global
Awakening News. Also the December 2007 Global Awakening News issue covers additional points
on the dark forces.
~~~
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Public Online Forum
Bringing Together Awakened Community

Home page: http://www.newearthsummit.org
Main forum page: http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/
A forum that is free of advertisements and includes various thematic boards including:







Special Articles to Consider

Awakened Conscious Community

Health and Harmony

Predictions of Future Events

General Discussion

Books, videos, and music - Member reviews

Spirituality, Transformation, and Ascension
Dreams and Visions and Future Viewing
World and National Events
Changes in Planetary and Space Environments
Sites of Special Interest – Weblinks

Contributors can submit material to posting. At present we have limited new posts and
have been mainly tracking significant news and information about the changing human
and planetary environment. Anyone can read what is posted. Submit material for posting
by e-mail to: newearth@newearthsummit.org .
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